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LIQUID DISPENSING CONTAINER AND METHOD

BACKGROUND

[0001] Rigid and semi-rigid liquid dispensing containers provide a convenient and cost

effective way to dispense liquids, including caustic or liquid detergents, cleaning solutions,

and other chemicals. One disadvantage of rigid or semi-rigid containers is that when liquid is

dispensed, a vacuum can build in the container, which can cause one or more walls of the

container to buckle or collapse. In some cases, the vacuum can also or instead limit or

prevent liquid from properly dispensing from the container. In order to prevent a vacuum

from forming as just described, air may be allowed into the container, such as when a volume

of liquid is dispensed.

[0002] A cost effective way to allow air into the container is to provide a vent in a

dispensing cap of the container. The vent typically comprises a one-way air valve permitting

air to enter the container under sufficient vacuum, yet closing under all other conditions.

However, such vents can be disabled from performing their air intake function in some

orientations of the container. For example, in those container orientations in which a

significant head of liquid is located over the air valve of the vent, the resulting head pressure

can press the valve closed. Solutions to this problem include providing the valve with a pre¬

load to counter the force of the head pressure. However, as the amount of liquid in the

container decreases, or as the orientation of the container changes, the head pressure can vary

significantly, which can make conventional air vents prone to leakage. Another disadvantage

of many air vents used for liquid containers is that elastomer components used in the valves

of such vents can degrade and leak over time due to contact with contents of the container.

[0003] Based upon these and other limitations of conventional liquid container air vents

and dispensing containers having such vents, improved air vents for liquid dispensing

containers continue to be welcome in the art.

SUMMARY

[0004] In some embodiments, a vent is provided for a dispensing cap of a liquid

dispensing container, where the vent is coupled to a deploying balloon. When liquid is

dispensed from the container, the deploying balloon allows air into the container. In some

embodiments, the balloon has one or more apertures therethrough in order to provide fluid



communication between an exterior of the container and an interior air pocket within the

container through the aperture(s). These apertures can be open to provide such fluid

communication in all states of the balloon (i.e., deployed, partially deployed, and undeployed

states), or can instead be open only in a fully deployed state of the balloon. In some

orientations of the container, the deploying balloon can close, thereby preventing liquid from

leaking out of the vent. The deploying balloon can also be temporarily contained in a sheathe

that dissolves upon contact with the liquid in the container.

[0005] Some embodiments of the present invention provide a liquid dispenser including a

container having an interior adapted to support a fluid, an air vent coupled to the container,

and a balloon disposed in the container and in fluid communication with the air vent to

provide selective fluid communication between the interior and an exterior of the container.

The balloon is movable from an undeployed state to a deployed state in response to a pressure

change between the interior and the exterior of the container. The balloon in the undeployed

state is incapable of fluid communication between the interior and the exterior of the

container, and the balloon in the deployed state has a position in which the balloon

establishes fluid communication between the exterior of the container and the interior of the

container.

[0006] Some embodiments of the present invention provide a liquid dispenser including a

container that has an interior defining an air space and adapted to support a fluid, a balloon

disposed in the container and movable from an undeployed state to a deployed state to

provide fluid cornmunication between the air space and an exterior of the container, and a

sheathe encasing the balloon to maintain the balloon in the undeployed state.

[0007] In some embodiments, the present invention provides a liquid dispensing

container including a container that has an interior defining an air space and adapted to

support a fluid, a vent coupled to the container, and a balloon disposed in the container and in

fluid communication with the vent to provide fluid communication between the interior and

an exterior of the container. The balloon is movable from an undeployed state to a deployed

state, and the balloon has an aperture located adjacent a distal end of the balloon and in fluid

communication with the air pocket when the balloon is in the deployed state.

[0008] Other aspects of the present invention will become apparent by consideration of

the description and accompanying drawings.



DRAWINGS

[0009] FIG. 1 is a sectional side view of a liquid dispensing container, and a magnified

view of a deploying balloon attached to a vent and in an undeployed state.

[0010] FIG. 2 is a sectional side view of the liquid dispensing container illustrated in FIG.

1, shown with the deploying balloon inflated to a partially deployed state.

[0011] FIG. 3 is a sectional side view of a liquid dispensing container illustrated in FIGs.

1 and 2 and a magnified view of the deploying balloon, shown with the deploying balloon in

a deployed state.

[0012] FIG. 4 is a sectional side view of the liquid dispensing container illustrated in

FIGs. 1-3, shown with the container oriented on its side with the deploying balloon collapsed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] Before any embodiments of the present invention are explained in detail, it is to be

understood that the invention is not limited in its application to the details of construction and

the arrangement of components set forth in the following description or illustrated in the

accompanying drawings.

[0014] FIG. 1 illustrates a liquid dispensing container 1 comprising a container 3 and a

dispensing cap 5. The illustrated container 3 can have any shape and size desired, and is

shown in the figures as having a somewhat rectangular elongated cross-sectional shape by

way of example only. The container 3 can be constructed of any rigid or semi-rigid material

desired (of course, being chemically compatible with the intended liquid contents of the

container 3 in order to prevent degradation of the container 3). For example, the container 3

can be constructed of plastic, metal, glass, fiberglass, composite material, and the like. By

virtue of the material and construction of the illustrated container 3, the container 3 is self

supporting either when empty or when filled with liquid. However, in other embodiments,

the container 3 is not necessarily self-supporting in all (or even any) of these states, such as

containers 3 made of bag material or other pliable material, or containers 3 having wall

thicknesses insufficient to support themselves and/or an additional load. In such

embodiments, the container 3 can be provided with a box, frame, housing, or other rigid or

semi-rigid support retaining the container 3 in any orientation desired.



[0015] The dispensing cap 5 of the illustrated container 3 includes a valve 7 for

dispensing a liquid 9 within the container, and additionally includes a vent 11 for passage of

air into the container 3 from the outside environment. The valve 7 can be spring-loaded as

shown in the illustrated embodiment, or can have any other arrangement desired.

[0016] With continued reference to FIGs. 1-4, the liquid dispensing container 1 also has a

deploying balloon 13 coupled to the vent 11, located within the container 3, and having an

interior in fluid communication with the vent 11 (and therefore, to the exterior of the

container 3). The balloon 13 can be constructed of any substantially flexible, deformable,

collapsible, and liquid impermeable material desired, such as plastic or rubber. The material

can be selected based at least in part upon the material's compatibility with the contents of the

container 3.

[0017] When deployed, the balloon 13 can have any shape and size desired, and in the

illustrated embodiment deploys to a relatively straight, thin, and elongated shape. In other

embodiments, the balloon 13 instead deploys to a rotund, polygonal, or irregular shape. In

any case, the shape of the balloon 13 in its deployed state has an inside diameter capable of

maintaining fluid communication between the vent 11 and the interior of the container 3 with

sufficient vacuum inside the container 3. Also, when at least partially deployed, the balloon

13 can have a length suitable for extending to and reaching an air pocket 15 within the

container 3 in at least one (and in some cases, all) orientations of the container 3.

[0018] The balloon 13 illustrated in FIGs. 1-4 also has an undeployed state, as shown in

FIG. 1. In the undeployed state of the illustrated embodiment, the balloon 13 is deflated and

rolled upon itself into a relatively compact form. However, other undeployed balloon shapes

are possible, such as a balloon 13 that is deflated and folded back and forth upon itself any

number of times, a balloon 13 having a bellows or accordion shape permitting the balloon 13

to be deflated to a relatively compact size and shape, and a balloon 13 deflated and deformed

(e.g., crushed, wrinkled, and the like) into a relatively compact size and shape. Other types

and shapes of undeployed balloons are possible, and fall within the spirit and scope of the

present invention.

[0019] In some embodiments, the balloon 13 is partially or completely covered or

enclosed in a material that protects the balloon 13 from the liquid contents of the container 3,

such as in cases where the liquid may be stored for a relatively long period of time. By



protecting the balloon 13 in this manner, a wider range of balloon materials may be available,

including balloon materials that may not be as compatible with the liquid contents of the

container 3. The undeployed balloon 13 can be covered or enclosed by a number of different

materials (not shown) protecting the balloon 13, including without limitation wax, paraffin,

gel, paste, a thin layer of plastic, urethane, or other elastomeric material, paper or fabric that

has been coated, uncoated, treated, or untreated, and the like. This material can be thin and

weak enough to rupture or otherwise permit the balloon 13 to be deployed through or past the

material under sufficient vacuum force within the container 3, while still protecting the

balloon from the liquid 9 over long periods of time.

[0020] FIG. 2 illustrates the liquid dispensing container 1 in a state in which a portion of

the liquid 9 has been dispensed from the container 3 through the valve 7. The deploying

balloon 13 has deployed and partially unrolled by air entering the deploying balloon 13

through the vent 11 in response to a vacuum created in an air pocket 15 inside the container 3.

[0021] FIG. 3 illustrates the liquid dispensing container 1 in a state in which more of the

liquid 9 has been dispensed from the container 3 through the valve 7. The deploying balloon

13 has completely unrolled due to air entering the deploying balloon 13 through the vent 11

in response to additional vacuum created in the air pocket 15. In this state, the deploying

balloon 13 extends into the air pocket 15.

[0022] In some embodiments, the deploying balloon 13 has one or more apertures

therethrough to enable air to exit the deploying balloon 13 into the interior of the container 3

in one or more states of the deploying balloon 13. The aperture(s) can be located anywhere

in the balloon 13, and in some embodiments are exposed for air passage therethrough only

following sufficient unrolling, unfolding, or other deployment of the balloon 13. In some

embodiments, for example, the aperture(s) are exposed only upon substantially complete

deployment or complete deployment of the balloon 13, such as that shown in FIG. 3. As

shown in FIG. 3 by way of example only, a set of apertures 17 at the end of the deploying

balloon 13 are normally covered and closed by other portions of the balloon 13 when the

balloon 13 is not fully deployed, and are exposed for air passage therethrough when the

balloon 13 is fully deployed. In some cases (again, with reference to FIG. 3 by way of

example only), the aperture(s) 17 are exposed to the air pocket 15 (i.e., are located above the

liquid level within the container 3) upon being uncovered. In other embodiments, the

aperture(s) 17 can be located above and/or below the liquid level within the container 3 when



the balloon 17 Is fully deployed. Also in some embodiments any number of apertures 17 can

be exposed in succession as the balloon 17 is inflated from its undeployed state to its

deployed state.

[0023] If utilized, the apertures 17 of the balloon 17 can have any size desired, and in

some embodiments are selected to maintain the balloon 17 in an inflated or partially inflated

state after being partially or fully deployed, while still permitting air to escape therethrough

into the container 3 under sufficient vacuum force within the container 3.

[0024] The balloon 17 in the illustrated embodiment is made of a material that, while

flexible and deformable, does not stretch. That is, once the balloon 17 is fully inflated, the

balloon does not expand to a larger size by stretching of the balloon material. In other

embodiments, the balloon material is permitted to stretch, thereby enabling the balloon to

expand to different inflated sizes.

[0025] FIG. 4 Illustrates the liquid dispensing container 1 in a state in which the balloon

13 is deployed and the liquid dispensing container 1 has been set on a side so that the

dispensing cap 5 is no longer at the bottom of the liquid dispenser 1. The deploying balloon

13 has deflated and collapsed by virtue of the pressure on the balloon 13 and the increased

elevation of the vent 11 with respect to the liquid 9 within the container 3. The collapse of

the balloon 13 helps to prevent any liquid that may have entered into the balloon 13 from

exiting the vent 11 - especially in embodiments in which the balloon 13 is provided with one

or more apertures 17 as described above. If the liquid dispensing container 1 is repositioned

so that the dispensing cap 5 is again on the bottom of the liquid dispenser 1, and more liquid

9 is dispensed through the valve 7, the balloon 13 can re-inflate and allow air to again enter

the air pocket 15 in the container 3 as shown in FIGs. 2 and 3.

[0026] The embodiments of the present invention described above and illustrated in the

accompanying figures are presented by way of example only, and are not intended as a

limitation upon the concepts and principles of the present invention. As such, it will be

appreciated by one having ordinary skill in the art that various changes in the elements and

their configuration and arrangement are possible without departing from the spirit and scope

of the present invention. For example, the deploying balloon 13 can take other forms,

including various lengths, various shapes, and various materials. Also, the vent 11 can be

fitted with a valve, such as a one-way valve permitting air to enter the balloon 13 from the



outside environment, but blocking air and liquid from exiting through the vent 11 in an

opposite direction.

[0027] As another example, the deploying balloon 13 can be configured such that it

prevents liquid from leaking from the container 3 when the liquid dispensing container 1 is

agitated above a predetermined threshold. The deploying balloon 13 can also be configured

such that when the liquid dispenser 1 is agitated, air in the inflated balloon 13 is forced to exit

the liquid dispenser 1 through the vent 11, or air in the balloon 13 is forced into the air pocket

15 inside the container 3.

[0028] As yet another example, the deploying balloon 13 can be made of a gas

permeable/liquid impermeable material. Also, the vent 11 need not necessarily be located in

a dispensing cap 5 of the liquid dispensing container 1, and can instead be located in any

other structure of the liquid dispensing container 1. Accordingly, the balloon 13 can extend

and be connected to vents 11 in other locations as alternatives to the dispensing cap 5.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A liquid dispenser, comprising:

a container having an interior adapted to hold a fluid;

an air vent coupled to the container; and

a balloon disposed in the container and in fluid communication with the air vent to

provide selective fluid communication between the interior and an exterior of the container,

the balloon movable from an undeployed state to a deployed state in response to a pressure

change between the interior and the exterior of the container, the balloon in the undeployed

state incapable of fluid communication between the interior and the exterior of the container,

and the balloon in the deployed state having a position in which the balloon establishes fluid

communication between the exterior of the container and the interior of the container.

2. The liquid dispenser of claim 1, wherein the balloon is maintained in the undeployed

state by a dissolvable sheathe.

3. The liquid dispenser of claim 1, wherein the balloon is formed from an elastic

material.

4. The liquid dispenser of claim 1, wherein the balloon is varied from the undeployed

state toward the deployed state in response to a vacuum in the container.

5. The liquid dispenser of claim 4, wherein, when the balloon is in the deployed state, air

passes through the balloon into the container.

6. The liquid dispenser of claim 5, wherein the balloon includes an aperture located

adjacent a distal end of the balloon in fluid communication with an air pocket in the interior

of the container in response to the balloon being varied from the undeployed state.

7. The liquid dispenser of claim 6, wherein the aperture is in direct communication with

the air pocket when the balloon is in the deployed state.



8. The liquid dispenser of claim 1, wherein the balloon is collapsible in the deployed

state in response to a change in an orientation of the container.

9. A liquid dispenser comprising:

a container having an interior defining an air space and adapted to hold a fluid;

a balloon disposed in the container and movable from an undeployed state to a

deployed state to provide fluid communication between the air space and an exterior of the

container; and

a sheathe encasing the balloon to maintain the balloon in the undeployed state.

10. The liquid dispenser of claim 9, wherein the sheathe is a dissolvable sheathe, and

wherein the sheathe is dissolved prior to the balloon being moved to the deployed state.

11. The liquid dispenser of claim 9, wherein the balloon is formed from an elastic

material.

12. The liquid dispenser of claim 9, wherein the balloon is varied from the undeployed

state toward the deployed state in response to a vacuum in the container.

13. The liquid dispenser of claim 9, wherein, when the balloon is in the deployed state, air

passes through the balloon into the air space.

14. The liquid dispenser of claim 13, wherein the balloon includes an aperture located

adjacent a distal end of the balloon in fluid communication with the air space.

15. A liquid dispenser, comprising:

a container having an interior defining an air space and adapted to hold a fluid;

a vent coupled to the container; and

a balloon disposed in the container and in fluid communication with the vent to

provide selective fluid communication between the interior and an exterior of the container,

the balloon movable from an undeployed state to a deployed state, the balloon including an

aperture located adjacent a distal end of the balloon and in fluid communication with the air

pocket when the balloon is in the deployed state.



16. The liquid dispenser of claim 15, wherein the balloon is movable from the undeployed

state toward the deployed state in response to a vacuum in the container.

17. The liquid dispenser of claim 16, wherein, when the balloon is in the deployed state,

air passes through the balloon into the container.

18. The liquid dispenser of claim 15, wherein the aperture is in direct communication

with the air pocket when the balloon is in the deployed state.

19. The liquid dispenser of claim 15, wherein the balloon is collapsible in the deployed

state in response to a change in an orientation of the container, and wherem the balloon

substantially prevents leakage from the interior of the container in response to the change in

orientation.

20. The liquid dispenser of claim 15, wherein the balloon in the undeployed state is

incapable of fluid communication between the interior and the exterior of the container.
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